In electron tomography, the fidelity of the 3D reconstruction strongly depends on the employed reconstruction algorithm. In this paper, the properties of SIRT, TVM and DART reconstructions are studied with respect to having only a limited number of electrons available for imaging and applying different angular sampling schemes. A well-defined realistic model is generated, which consists of tubular domains within a matrix having slab-geometry. Subsequently, the electron tomography workflow is simulated from calculated tilt-series over experimental effects to reconstruction. In comparison with the model, the fidelity of each reconstruction method is evaluated qualitatively and quantitatively based on global and local edge profiles and resolvable distance between particles. Results show that the performance of all reconstruction methods declines with the total electron dose. Overall, SIRT algorithm is the most stable method and insensitive to changes in angular sampling. TVM algorithm yields significantly sharper edges in the reconstruction, but the edge positions are strongly influenced by the tilt scheme and the tubular objects become thinned. The DART algorithm markedly suppresses the elongation artifacts along the beam direction and moreover segments the reconstruction which can be considered a significant advantage for quantification. Finally, no advantage of TVM and DART to deal better with fewer projections was observed.
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Introduction
Electron tomography (ET) has nowadays become a standard tool for materials research to reveal the three dimensional (3D) morphology of specimens with nanometer resolution [1] [2] [3] [4] . Knowledge of a materials 3D morphology is critical to understanding the material properties, such as, e.g., the efficiency of polymer photovoltaic cells [5, 6] . ET consists of three basic steps [2] . First, a series of 2D projections from multiple directions of the object of interest is acquired in a transmission electron microscope (TEM). This is conventionally done by tilting the object over a large angular range at small tilt increments. Second, the series of projections are aligned with respect to a common origin and tilt axis, correcting for unavoidable displacements during data acquisition. Third, the electron tomogram (3D intensity map) of the object is reconstructed from the tilt series by numerical algorithms.
ET is mainly used for qualitative studies where a 3D visualization of different nanostructures is required. Nevertheless a strong trend towards obtaining 3D quantitative information from electron tomograms is ongoing that is currently often hampered by the low reconstruction quality [7] . Several challenges impede obtaining high-quality reconstructions [8] [9] [10] . The most significant challenge is that the tilt range for ET is limited (often o 7801) because of the sample, the sample holder or the microscope stage [11] . As a consequence, the limited tilt range leads to a missing angular range of information referred to as "missing wedge" [2, 12] . The reconstruction quality is significantly affected by the missing wedge, i.e. elongation in the reconstruction along the beam direction [13] . Another key challenge is the low contrast and low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) that can be obtained in the projection images, especially for beam sensitive materials [2, 8, 14] . The reason of low contrast is that, e.g., polymers and composites thereof, mainly consist of light elements with small differences in density or composition. In addition, polymers are often very sensitive to electron irradiation and will be shrunk or even bubble during data acquisition if one goes beyond a tolerable cumulative electron dose [15] [16] [17] . Therefore, in order to avoid radiation damage and to preserve the structure of the object, only a limited number of electrons can be used throughout data acquisition, thus, leading to low SNR in the projections of the tilt-series.
To overcome the aforementioned challenges, various methods have been proposed in the literature [1, 3, 8] . Instead of a single tilt axis, dual tilt axis has been used during acquisition, thereby reducing the missing wedge to a "missing pyramid" [18, 19] . Nevertheless, the problem of missing information still persists. The ideal tilt range 7901 can be reached by fabricating the material of interest into a needle shaped specimen. By mounting the sample in a special specimen holder, an angular tilt range of 360 degrees can be achieved thus completely removing the missing wedge [20, 21] . However, fabrication of a needle-shaped specimen requires materials that are mechanically stable enough which hampers the application to many polymer composites. Finally, to enhance the reconstruction quality, different angular sampling procedures and reconstruction schemes have been suggested and implemented [22] [23] [24] .
Commonly used reconstruction methods are the weighted backprojection method (WBP) and iterative methods such as simultaneous iterative reconstruction technique (SIRT) [13, [25] [26] [27] . The WBP method has been one of the most widely used algorithms [13, 25] . Apart from high computational efficiency, the major advantage of WBP is that the outcome of the reconstruction is thoroughly determined by the experimental data as all steps in the algorithm are linear [13, 28] . However, the main disadvantage of WBP is that the reconstruction quality is sensitive to the limited tilt range [28] . In contrast, the SIRT method generates reconstructions yielding good visual quality from fewer projections and even from noisy data [26, 29] . Therefore, SIRT gradually becomes an increasingly popular reconstruction method used in electron tomography, although it is computationally more expensive. Recently, more advanced reconstruction algorithms have been proposed, such as the discrete algebraic reconstruction technique (DART) [22] and the total variation minimization based reconstruction technique (TVM) [23] . Using prior knowledge of the specimen such as that the specimen contains only a limited number of phases, i.e., a discrete number of gray levels, aids in solving the ill-posed inversion (reconstruction) problem. For example, the DART algorithm actually segments (binarizes) the reconstruction during the iterative process. DART reconstructions are directly quantifiable and have been successfully applied for the 3D characterization of catalytic CuO nanoparticles and zeolite materials [30, 31] . The TVM method is developed based on compressed sensing. It incorporates the prior knowledge that the boundary of the specimen is sparse in the reconstruction [23] . Using this algorithm, the elongation artifacts and noise in the reconstruction are reduced and the sharpness of the edges is significantly improved. The advantages of the TVM method have demonstrated by the 3D reconstruction of FeO nanoparticles [32] and PbSe/CdSe core-shell nanoparticles [23] .
The performance of above advanced reconstruction algorithms have been mainly studied based on experimental data [22, 33] which generally lack the ground truth of the specimens. Nevertheless, some studies have incorporated known phantoms or models into the performance comparison, but these models were based on data that are obtained with a very high SNR in the projections [32, 34, 35] . Hence, no study has included effects of limited electron dose, which we consider the most crucial physical limit to 3D imaging of beam sensitive materials. Thus for beam sensitive materials, detailed studies on the performance of reconstruction algorithms in combination with limited electron dose and varying tilt schemes are lacking.
The aim of this work is therefore to fill this gap by evaluating the fidelity of SIRT, TVM, and DART reconstructions in dependence of a limited total electron dose and a variety of possible acquisition schemes. A comparison to WBP will be presented as a reference. As model structure we focus on the large range of functional nanocomposites composed of tubular domains in a matrix with slab-geometry, i.e. thin-films or thin-sections. Our approach is built on simulating the entire workflow of the bright-field ET from projections, over experimental imaging and recording effects to 3D reconstructions, finalized by a qualitative and quantitative comparison of the initial model and the reconstruction. The reconstruction fidelity is first assessed by image quality. Subsequently, local and global edge profiles and edge spread functions are employed to quantify the resolution in the reconstructions. Moreover, we evaluate the resolvable separation between particles (connectivity and percolation) which is a key question for many functional composites such as photovoltaic bulk heterojunctions or conductive CNT/polymer nanocomposites.
Materials and methods
In this section, we first briefly introduce SIRT, TVM and DART, and then present the simulation approach and evaluation methods [36] .
Reconstruction methods
In iterative methods, the reconstructed object is assumed as an unknown array x. According to the measured projections b, a set of algebraic equations can be formulated Ax ¼b, where A is a weighting matrix [23, 25, 26] . The elements of the weighting matrix A represent the contribution of a specific voxel to each projection ray. They can be obtained using different interpolation schemes and thus may yield slight differences in the final reconstruction [37] [38] [39] . In order to obtain a reconstruction of the object, x has to be extracted from the projection equation based on a limited data set.
SIRT
The SIRT algorithm is an iterative method based on the algebraic reconstruction technique [25, 26, 29] . The algorithm starts from an initial reconstruction, which is usually obtained by simply assuming a uniform data array or by a simple back-projection from the tilt series. The reconstruction is re-projected along the same tilt angles as the angles used to acquire projections during the experiment, referred as forward projection. The error between the re-projections and the measured projections are calculated and is referred to as "projection error", and then simultaneously backprojected to refine the reconstruction. This process is iterated until a stop criterion is reached, conventionally the number of iterations. Using this method with few iterations, the noise in the reconstruction can be suppressed, yielding good looking reconstructions.
TVM
As mentioned above, TVM in the used implementation is an iterative method based on compressive sensing [23, 33] . It assumes that the specimen has only a few components and that the gradient of the specimen is sparse. Based on this sparsity assumption, the aim of TVM is to find the reconstructed object which has a minimum norm of the discrete gradient, i.e. the total variation. This method is implemented by simultaneously minimizing the projection error and the total variation of the reconstructed object, and can be represented by
where the TV(x) is the total variation of the reconstructed object x, μ is a regularization parameter, and ‖•‖ 2 denotes a sum of squared difference. The projection error is represented by ‖Ax-b‖. As can be seen from this equation, the regularization parameter μ is very important. A large value of regularization parameter μ will result in a quasi-SIRT reconstruction, in which artifacts from noise and the missing wedge may be preserved. A small value of μ will reduce noise in the reconstruction, but small features in the object will also be removed. Therefore, great care should be taken when choosing the value of the regularization parameter. Although the ground truth is known in the simulation experiments performed in this work, this knowledge is not incorporated when estimating a correct value for the penalty parameter yielding a more realistic workflow.
DART
DART is an iterative algorithm that was developed for objects which consist of only few materials, corresponding to a few distinct gray levels in the reconstruction [22, 40] . This prior knowledge is combined with a continuous iterative reconstruction algorithm (such as SIRT) by introducing a discretization step. The algorithm starts from a SIRT reconstruction to obtain information of gray levels in the reconstructed object. A threshold is then selected and applied to segment the reconstruction. Boundary pixels are detected from the segmented reconstruction, which are all pixels that have at least one neighboring pixel in a different segmentation class. The remaining pixels are referred as nonboundary pixels, and they are assigned to the gray levels that correspond to either background or objects. Afterwards, the SIRT method is employed again, but only boundary pixels are updated in each iteration step. The non-boundary pixels remain fixed throughout this process. In this way, the number of unknown pixels is extremely reduced. The update of the boundary is repeated until the method converges. In the end, a reconstruction is obtained, which is segmented and can be used for further quantification of structural properties.
Simulation approach and evaluation methods
In this section, we will introduce our simulation approach and the evaluation methods [36] . As shown in Fig. 1 , the entire simulation contains of four steps: model definition, image formation and recording, reconstruction, and quantitative comparison.
Model definition
Our model approximates the structures of a large range of functional nanocomposites, such as a bulk heterojunction composed of P3HT nanowires in a PCBM matrix [6, 41] or carbon nanotubes in a polymer matrix [42] .The ingredients of the model system therefore consist of a polymer matrix (background) having a slab-geometry and rod-like nanofillers (object), as can be seen in Figs. 1 and S1. The rod-like filler, such as P3HT nanowires and carbon nanotubes, is simplified to a cylinder with spherical end caps which has a 200 nm length and 20 nm diameter. The thickness of the matrix is 200 nm as conventionally prepared by spin coating (bulk heterojunction) [6] or by (Cryo-)ultramicrotomy (CNT composite) [43] . In order to bridge the realms of medium resolution cryo-electron tomography to high resolution 3D imaging, the sampling in the model is set to 1 nm/pixel, which we used often in our experimental work.
Image formation
Our image formation model includes three main steps in electron microscopy: electron-specimen interaction, the optical system, and the recording process [44] [45] [46] .
As an incident beam I 0 passes through a specimen with thickness t, the number of transmitted electrons owing to electron-specimen interaction decreases exponentially as a function of object thickness: I t ¼I 0 exp( À t/Λ t ), where Λ t is the meanfree-path (MFP) length of the specimen [46, 47] . The ideal projection formed by the transmitted electrons is transferred by the electron optical system of the TEM into the detector plane. In cooperation with aberration of the objective and defocus used for imaging, the optical system is modeled as a low-pass filter in first approximation. The transferred projection is thus simulated by the ideal projection with this low-pass filter, referred as filtered projection. Finally, the filtered projection is recorded by the TEM electron detector, i.e., a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera. The recording process introduces shot noise and CCD noise [48] [49] [50] . The intensity of the final projection is calculated by adding both shot noise and CCD noise to the filtered projection. More details can be found in the Supplementary information (SI), Section 1.2.
Acquisition parameters and reconstruction
In order to assess the ability of reconstruction methods dealing with noise, especially for beam sensitive polymer composites, we employ three different total electron doses I total , which roughly correspond to electron doses commonly employed for cryo-ET of vitrified specimens in their native liquid condition (highly beam sensitive, 10 2 e/Å 2 ), for polymers and composites thereof (beam sensitive, 10 4 e/Å 2 ), and for inorganic materials (least beam sensitive, 10 6 e/Å 2 ). For each projection in the tilt series, an equal incoming electron I 0 dose is assumed, i.e., I 0 ¼I total /N, where N is the number of projections, thus, not taking a dose distribution factor into account. To investigate the influence of the angular sampling scheme, three different tilt increments Δθ 0 are studied, i.e. 11 and 51 constant increments, and Saxton scheme of 31 as starting increments at zero degree tilt angle [51] . The maximum tilt range is 7651, which is commonly used in ET. The main acquisition parameters are listed in Table 1 . The resulting nine tilt-series were reconstructed by SIRT, TVM and DART. In the SIRT reconstructions, the number of iteration was 10, 50, and 100 for accumulated electron dose of 10 2 e/Å how the iteration number was selected can be found in the Supplementary information, Section 1.3. In the TVM approach, the regularization parameter μ was optimized for each reconstruction based on visual inspection. This is by no means the best approach but commonly done as better defined criteria are often lacking [52] . The standard DART algorithm is utilized with 100 iterations for all the reconstructions [22, 40] , and a global threshold is used for segmentation which is set to the average value (0.5) of the background (0) and the particle intensity (1). The volume size for each reconstruction is 508 Â 508 Â 200 voxels.
Evaluation methods
Several methods have been proposed to estimate the resolution in ET but no straightforward widely accepted approach exists [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] . If the reconstruction is from a tilt series with a tilt range of 7901 around a single-tilt axis (Y direction), the attainable resolution has been estimated to d X ¼πD/N along the X direction [53] , where D is the diameter of the object and N is the number of projections. Nevertheless, the limited tilt range in the ET leads to the elongation along the beam direction Z in the reconstruction. Therefore, the resolution in the Z direction d Z is degraded by an elongation factor e xz which is a function of the maximum tilt range α [58] 
Obviously, above descriptions of the resolution is only based on sampling considerations. Since noise and blurring also influence the achievable resolution in the reconstruction, they need to be considered as well.
In the present work, edge intensity profiles that encode the effects of dose, imaging and processing have been used to determine the resolution and, thus, the quality of the reconstruction [36, 56] . An edge intensity profile is taken across the background-object edge transition with equal numbers of pixels on each side, which is 20 pixel long and 1 pixel wide (Fig. 2) . The intensities of the ideal edge profile (Fig. 2b-Ideal) in the model only contain two gray levels: background (0) and objects (1) , and the transition occurs at the 10.5 pixel position, referred to as the edge position. These ideal profiles are broadened and become noisy after reconstruction (Fig. 2b-Local) . More detailed information about the reconstruction, such as the dynamic range a, the background intensity b, the edge position x 0 , and the edge steepness k, can be obtained from characterization of the reconstructed edge by looking at the reconstructed profiles. To quantify the edge profiles, an edge spread function (ESF) is defined including the above mentioned four parameters. [36, 56] Mathematically, it can be represented by a continuous sigmoidal function [59] ,
In order to find the four unknown parameters, the ESF is fitted to the edge profiles. The resolution in the reconstruction can be defined by the full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of the first derivative of the edge profiles, which is the inverse of the steepness k: Δr¼1.76/k. In other words, the steepness k is the resolution in the frequency space. In order to assess the reconstruction quality globally and locally, we define two types of edge profiles: a local edge profile which is an individual edge intensity profile taken directly from a reconstruction with 20 pixel length and 1 pixel width, and a global edge profile which is obtained by averaging all the local edge profiles in the same direction in a reconstruction.
Apart from particle size, the connectivity of objects throughout a volume is of great interest, as it is often closely related to the functional properties of specimens, e.g., conductive network of CNT's in the polymer nanocomposites. Henceforth, we carry out such an analysis and study the resolvable separation between particles by comparing the intensity profiles across gaps of varying size, referred to as gap intensity profiles.
A gap intensity profile is a line intensity profile which is taken from one particle over the background to another particle, as depicted in Fig. 3 . Using a similar procedure as for obtaining the global edge profile, a global gap profile is calculated by averaging over all local gap profiles with the same gap width taken from a reconstruction in the same direction. In this manner, each reconstruction yields three global gap profiles, along the X, Y and Z directions, respectively. In order to find the resolvable separation, an inverted Gaussian function is fitted to the global gap profiles, and the gap width is determined by the full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of the fitted Gaussian. To probe for actually resolvable distances between two particles in a reconstruction, four different gap widths were chosen, i.e. 3 nm, 6 nm, 9 nm, and 12 nm. 2 . Illustration of the edge intensity profile from the model, which is taken across the background-object interface. An ideal edge intensity profile is a step profile, 20 pixels long and 1 pixel wide, thus the edge position is at 10.5 pixel (indicated by the middle vertical line). A local edge profile is taken from the reconstruction, and a global edge profile is obtained by averaging all the local edge profiles in the same direction. An edge spread function is fitted to the edge profiles to evaluate the quality of the reconstruction.
Results
In the following, we present visual inspection (3.1), evaluation based on global edge profiles (3.2), local edge profiles (3.3), and gap profiles (3.4). The projections were also reconstructed using WBP as reference for quantitative analysis. Further details on the WBP parameters can be found in the Supplementary information, Section 1.3. For the purpose of visualization, all the reconstructions are normalized to the same mean density. The normalization method is presented in the Supplementary information, Section 2.1.
Reconstruction results
The fidelity of the reconstructions is first visually inspected in comparison with the model. As shown in Fig. 4 , there are no significant differences between SIRT, TVM and DART reconstructions at a cumulative electron dose of 10 2 e/Å 2 . All reconstructions (Figs. 4 and S3) suffer from high noise contributions, leading to low visibility of the rods. Here SIRT and DART show no directionality of features in the XY plane while TVM shows a characteristic horizontal striping which is a result of breaking up the full 3D dataset into N Â 2D reconstructions. Although the white bands on the left and right of the numerical TVM cross-sections do change the absolute intensity of the features, they do not affect the quantification. (See Supplementary information, Sections 2.1 and 2.2 for a discussion of the effects on quantification).
As expected, reconstructions are notably improved by increasing the total electron dose to 10 4 e/Å 2 ( Fig. 5 ) and 10 6 e/Å 2 ( Fig. S4) .
Compared with the model, it can be seen that particles in the SIRT reconstruction (Fig. 5b) are elongated due to the missing wedge, but in the TVM reconstruction (Fig. 5c ) the tubular domains seem thinned, a point that will be further discussed in Section 3.2.2. Moreover, neither SIRT nor TVM algorithms can properly resolve objects whose long axis is perpendicular to the beam direction Z and the tilt-axis Y. The same holds true for the DART algorithm where objects oriented along the X axis are sometimes but not always reconstructed (unstable behavior). Nevertheless the DART algorithm significantly suppresses the elongation artifact along the beam direction (Fig. 5d ) and separates neighboring objects well. A 3D volume rendering of these results is shown in Fig. S5 in the Supplementary Information, illustrating the advantages of TVM and DART on account of the lowered noise in the reconstruction.
Global edge profiles
In the following, the transitions between tubular domains and matrix in SIRT, TVM, and DART reconstructions will be quantitatively evaluated. Utilizing the edge spread function, we first quantify the quality of reconstructions globally. In each reconstruction, three global edge profiles along the X, Y, and Z directions are calculated by averaging all the local edge intensity profiles along the same direction. Subsequently, the edge spread function given by Eq. (3) is fitted to all the global edge profiles. The global edge profiles and the corresponding fitted profiles along both the X and Z directions are plotted and presented in Figs. S6 and S7. The standard errors of the steepness and the edge position and the goodness-of-fit (R 2 ) are listed in Table S2 . Fig. 6 shows the results of the fitting process focusing on the edge shift (Δx 0 ¼x 0 À 10.5) and the steepness (k) as a function of tilt increments and dose. For completeness, the corresponding results using WBP are also presented in Fig. 6 . For convenience, the edge position x 0 is replaced by the edge shift Δx 0 , which is the displacement of the edge position in the reconstruction as compared to the model. A negative edge shift means the edge moves to the background side which leads to an increase in object volume, while a positive edge shift indicates that the edge moves into the object side which results in a decrease of the object volume. In the following, we will discuss the results for each algorithm in terms of dose and the acquisition scheme.
SIRT
As shown in Fig. 6a and b, the edge position in the SIRT reconstructions along the X direction are positively shifted (0.5-1.0), whereas along the Z direction are negatively shifted ( À0.5 to À 1.0) for all the acquisition schemes. Despite of the measured edge shifts, effects of the total electron dose and tilt increments are absent, rendering the algorithm insensitive and stable with respect to changing acquisition conditions. The steepness k in SIRT reconstruction generally increases from 0.17 (10 2 along the Z direction. At equal total electron doses, the steepness k in the X direction is independent of the tilt increments (Fig. 6c) . Along the Z direction (Fig. 6d ) slight variations are observed such that the resolution using a Saxton 31 tilt-scheme is approximately 0.5 nm better than using 11 increment, and 1 nm better than using 51 increments. The elongation factor e xz determined from the z vs.
x size of the rods at the electron dose 10 2 e/Å 2 is about 1.25, and 1.37 at both the electron dose of 10 4 e/Å 2 and 10 6 e/Å 2 , less than the value predicted for the elongation of the WBP point-spread function i.e. e xz ¼ 1.42 [58] .
TVM
In the TVM reconstructions, the measured edge positions are strongly influenced by the tilt increments and the total electron dose ( Fig. 6a and b) . Similar as for SIRT, at a total electron dose of 10 2 e/Å 2 , the edge position in the X direction is positively shifted, while in the Z direction it is negatively shifted. In both directions, the edge shifts are less than 1.0 nm, regardless of the tilt Fig. 3 . Illustration of the gap intensity profile, which is taken from one particle side over a background to another particle side. Besides the ideal gap profile with a 6 pixel gap from the model (square), an example global gap profile for a SIRT (right triangle), TVM (down triangle), and DART (up triangle) reconstruction along the X direction are shown.
increments. For higher electron doses, the edge position is still positively shifted but further away from the original position in the X direction, whereas in the Z direction the edge shift becomes positive. It is interesting that the edge shift is increasing with increasing tilt increments in both X and Z directions, indicating that the compressed sensing approaches is significantly influenced by the tilt increment when a limited electron dose is used. This is contrary to previous results where compressive sensing based approaches are used for the reconstruction of nanostructures based on high-angle annular dark-field STEM tilt series with a higher SNR [23, 35] . As a consequence of the observed edge shifts, the size of objects will be underestimated. For example, the volume of a sphere with a 10 nm radius will be reduced by 20%, taking the edge shift from the reconstruction at the total electron of 10 4 e/Å 2 with the Saxton 31 tilt increments into account.
However, it must be noted that this underestimation may be largely influenced by a non-optimal choice of the regularization parameter. Changing this parameter will yield large differences and may even result in an overestimation of the observed edge shift. Therefore, obtaining an objective approach for determining the optimal penalty parameter may be crucial in order to obtain accurate quantitative results. The steepness, i.e. resolution, in the TVM reconstruction mainly depends on the total electron dose ( Fig. 6c and d) . TVM, as for SIRT and WBP, shows only slight changes with tilt increments, and the values for X and Z only slightly differing resulting in a rather isotropic resolution for this limited 7651 tilt-range.
DART
The observed edge positions in DART reconstructions are mainly related to the total electron dose ( Fig. 6a and b) . At the electron dose of 10 2 e/Å 2 , the edge position in the X direction moves to the inside of the object and the shift slightly increases from 1.03 nm to 1.15 nm to 1.36 nm as the tilt increments change from 11, to Saxton 31, to 51. It is interesting that, however, the edge shift in the Z direction is negligible, À 0.17 À0.1, which indicates the elongation effect owing to the missing wedge has been suppressed. At total electron doses of 10 4 e/Å 2 and 10 6 e/Å 2 , positive edge shifts in the both X and Z directions are observed. The edge position in the X direction is close to the original position, whereas in the Z direction it moves $ 0.85 nm to the inside of the object, as shown in Fig. 6a and b . Overall, only a minor influence of the tilt increments on the edge positions are found.
While individual edge profiles in the DART reconstruction are step profiles on account of the binarized reconstruction, the global edge profile nevertheless is an average of overall local edge profiles, and thus the global steepness mainly represents uncertainty in local edge positions. Hence, as displayed in Fig. 6c and d, a steepness of the global edge smaller than 0.8 is obtained. This is , and a tilt increment of 11. Scale bars are 100 nm.
significantly larger than for all other reconstruction approaches and highlights the uniqueness of the method. We will discuss the distribution of local edge positions in the next section.
WBP
From Fig. 6 , it can be seen that both the edge position and the steepness of the global edge profiles from the WBP reconstruction are barely influenced by the changes of the total electron dose and the sampling schemes. The reason is that the procedure of gaining the global edge profiles by averaging over approximately a million edge profiles leads to virtually noise-free global edge profiles, though the SNR of the reconstruction strongly varies with changes of the total electron dose. The edge shifts in the X direction are negligible, whereas in the Z direction they are shifted to the background side. As expected, the steepness along the X direction (ca. 0.21) is larger than along the Z direction (ca. 0.17). The resulting elongation factor, i.e. e xz ¼1.21, is smaller than the theoretical value for the WBP PSF (1.42). Overall, the performance of WBP is in line with more advanced approaches looking at the global edge profile alone. For more details about the performance of the WBP reconstruction in terms of the limited electron dose and the acquisition schemes, we refer to Ref. [36] .
Local edge profile
Since the global edge profiles are averages of all local edge profiles, characterization of such profiles mainly reveals overall trends in reconstruction quality. Nevertheless, dose related properties are mainly encoded in the local edge profiles. To gain further knowledge about the behavior of the three reconstruction algorithms in terms of the total electron dose, we focus in this section on the statistical characterization of local edge profiles. To this end, first an edge spread function is fitted to the local edge profiles along the X, Y, and Z directions separately. Second, the probability density distributions of the edge shifts from each reconstruction are obtained and analyzed statistically. Note that it is not appropriate to compare the steepness in the DART reconstruction with the steepness in the SIRT and the TVM reconstruction, as the individual edge profile in the DART reconstruction is a binary profile and therefore the steepness is infinitely large. A detailed description of the fitting procedure can be found in the Supplementary information, Section 2.4 and Fig. S8 . Fig. 7 shows the probability density distribution of edge shifts along the X direction in the SIRT, TVM, DART, and WBP reconstructions, whereas Figs. S9 and S10 present the corresponding distributions along the Z and Y direction, respectively. The corresponding population mean, standard error of population mean and standard deviation are shown in Table S3 . Since the standard error of the population mean is significantly smaller than the differences in edge shift between different reconstructions (see Table S3 ), observed differences in edge shift are significant and interpretable. In general, it is observed that the probability distribution of the edge shifts in each reconstruction becomes wider (increasing standard deviation) with a decreasing total electron dose.
In the SIRT reconstruction, at an electron dose of 10 6 e/Å 2 ( Fig. 7a) , the distribution of edge shifts in each direction is a quasiGaussian distribution which its mean closes to the corresponding global edge shift. Compared to the distribution of the edge shift in the X direction with the standard deviation σ x E1.69 nm, the distribution in the Z direction (Fig. S9a) is considerably wider (σ z E2.30 nm), reflecting the effect of the missing wedge. As the total electron dose decreases to 10 4 e/Å 2 ( Fig. 7b) , the probability distribution of the edge shifts is still a quasi-Gaussian distribution but broadened further, e.g., with σ x E2.23 nm standard deviation for the X direction. At the lowest electron dose of 10 2 e/Å 2 ( Fig. 7c) , however, the probability distribution of the edge shifts becomes a uniform distribution, leading to a large variation in determination of edge positions, e.g. σ x ¼3.50 nm. Consequently, the reliability of measurements, such as object size, will be very low. For instance, assuming a sphere of 20 nm in diameter reconstructed at a total dose of 10 2 e/Å 2 , and considering the uncertainty along both X, Y and Z direction given by the standard deviation of the distribution, will result in sphere volumes between 20% and 220% of the initial value! Again, only minor influence of the tilt increments on the edge positions and the steepness has been observed, which is consistent with the results from global edge profiles.
In the TVM reconstruction, the probability distribution of edge positions at the total electron dose of 10 6 e/Å 2 (σ x $ 2.06) is similar to the distribution at the electron dose of 10 4 e/Å 2 (σ x E 2.08 nm), as shown in Fig. 7d and e. However, it becomes significantly widened (σ x E3.35 nm) as the electron dose reduces to 10 2 e/Å 2 ( Fig. 7f ). In addition, the variation of edge shifts in the reconstructions at the total electron dose of 10 4 e/Å 2 and 10 6 e/Å 2 slightly increases as the tilt increments become larger. For instance, the mean and standard deviation in Fig. 7e change from 0.7571.95 nm, In the DART reconstruction, the probability distribution of edge shifts is slightly widened as the total electron dose decreases from 10 6 e/Å 2 to 10 4 e/Å 2 , though the mean edge shifts are similar ( Fig. 7g and h) . Nevertheless, at the total electron dose of 10 2 e/Å 2 , it is not only broadened but also significantly shifted into the object side, e.g. 1.4072.83 nm along the X direction (Fig. 7i) . In addition, the tilt increments have an influence on the distribution of edge positions at a total electron dose of 10 4 e/Å 2 and 10 6 e/Å 2 . Here, the variation using the Saxton 31 angular scheme has the smallest and 51 constant increments the largest spread, i.e. σ x ¼1.67 nm and σ x ¼2.02 nm in Fig. 7g , respectively. It should be pointed out that the influence of tilt increments is negligible in the reconstruction at a total electron dose of 10 2 e/Å 2 , as can be seen in Fig. 7i . For the WBP reconstruction, Fig. 7 shows that the distribution of edge positions is dramatically broadened as the decrease of the total electron dose. For example, the standard deviation of the edge shifts in Z direction changes from 2.44 nm, via 3.68 nm, to 4.14 nm as the total electron dose reduces from 10 6 e/Å . It should be noted that only minor influence of the tilt increments on the distribution of edge positions has been observed, as displayed in Fig. 7j-l. Fig. 8 presents the difference Δw between the measured gap width w m and the actual gap width w a along both the X and Z direction, i.e., Δw¼w m -w a . A negative value (Δwo0) represents a narrowed gap whereas positive values (Δw40) represent a broadened gap. Here we note that some global gap profiles in the Z direction contain such low intensity variations that the Gaussian could not be fitted, thus leading to blank data fields in Fig. 8 . Overall, there is a similar trend for all algorithms, namely an increased precision with increasing gap width. This effect is best seen at a total electron dose of 10 6 e/Å 2 ( Fig. 8a and b) where the measured gap width in the SIRT, TVM, and WBP reconstructions converge towards the model when the gap increases from 3 nm to 12 nm. Generally, 3 nm and 6 nm gaps are overestimated using the three reconstruction methods. In the SIRT reconstruction, the smallest difference between the ideal and measured gap is found in the 12 nm gap, i.e., Δw x ¼ 0.5 nm and, Δw z ¼ À0.5 nm. The 9 nm gaps in the WBP are well determined, whereas the 12 nm gaps are slightly underestimated. In the TVM reconstruction, the most accurate result has been found for the 12 nm gaps, but one needs to consider that the measured value strongly depends on the applied tilt scheme (especially along the X direction Fig. 8a ). In contrast, DART is the most accurate at small gap widths and more significantly underestimates 9 nm and 12 nm gaps. As can be seen in Fig. 8c and d, similar measurements of gap widths have been obtained for the reconstruction at a total electron dose of 10 4 e/Å 2 . Here we like to point out that the 3 nm gaps in the Z direction are barely resolved in the SIRT and WBP reconstructions (Fig. 8b and d) .
Gap profile
In all the reconstructions at electron doses of 10 2 e/Å 2 ( Fig. 8e) , the measured gap value converges to the model value when going from 3 nm to 12 nm along the X direction. It is found that the most accurate determined measurement is for the 9 nm gaps in the WBP. Nevertheless, 3 nm gaps in the WBP reconstruction along the X direction cannot be resolved because of too noisy data. Along the Z direction, only 9 nm and 12 nm gaps can be determined from all the reconstructions, while the 6 nm gaps can only be found in both TVM and DART reconstruction, or with SIRT and WBP but using a Saxton 31 tilt scheme. Three nanometer gaps along the Z direction cannot be determined from any reconstruction at the total electron dose of 10 2 e/Å 2 .
Discussion and conclusion
Although the SIRT, TVM and DART reconstruction methods have been compared before in the literature [22, 23, 32, 33] , these studies are generally based on experimental data, lacking a detailed knowledge of the ground truth. In this work, we have simulated the electron tomography workflow based on a welldefined model of tubular domains in a matrix with slab geometry. The model was chosen as it closely resembles a large range of Fig. 7 . The probability density distribution of the edge shift Δx 0 characterized from local edge profiles along the X direction in the SIRT (a-c), TVM (d-f), DART (g-i), and WBP (j-l) reconstruction at a total electron dose 10 6 e/Å 2 (a, d, g, j), 10 4 e/Å 2 (b, e, h, k), and 10 2 e/Å 2 (c, f, i, l), with the tilt increments of 11, 51, and Saxton 31. functional materials, such as a P3HT/PCBM bulk heterojunction thin-film or a CNT/polymer nanocomposite thin-section. In particular we investigated effects of a limited total electron dose and variations in tilt scheme on the properties of this three reconstruction methods. Both the advantages and disadvantages of the SIRT, TVM, and DART are quantitatively analyzed by comparing with the ground truth of the model. Our comparisons not only include the sharpness of the transitions between phases which provides an estimate of the achievable resolution, but also the position of interfaces and the size of gaps between objects which are key parameters in quantification of object morphologies and connectivity. Expectedly, as the electron dose available for imaging decreases, the fidelity of all reconstruction methods decreases. We find that the SIRT algorithm is the least affected by variations in total dose and tilt scheme, which means that the fidelity of the SIRT reconstruction is preserved when using fewer projections. This is a clear benefit for beam-sensitive specimens and if a large variety of imaging conditions or tilt schemes are utilized. The disadvantage is that the SIRT reconstruction suffers from a low SNR, and thus it needs extra efforts to denoise and segment the tomograms before it can be used for quantification. In contrast, TVM significantly reduces noise and sharpens transitions between materials which enables a simpler and easier segmentation of the reconstruction. However, objects in the TVM reconstruction become thinned as compared to the model, as illustrated by the measured edge shifts and the overestimation of gap sizes (Fig.  S11) . Moreover, a significant dependence of TVM on the applied tilt scheme is observed, which indicates that with the presented measures a lower number of images (i.e., larger tilt increments) is not advised. This is an especially important point as this study (region 9), and 12 nm (region 12). Due to too flat or chaotic behavior of the global edge profiles, in some condition the gap width cannot be determined, thus, leading to blank data points, for example, for the 3 nm gaps along the Z direction (f). S31 denotes the Saxton scheme with an angular starting interval of 31.
cannot reproduce the general conclusions that compressive sensing approaches deal better with fewer projections [32, 33, 35] . The DART provides a binarized reconstruction and suppresses the elongation artifacts along the beam direction.
Here it is noteworthy that, at the total electron dose of 10 2 e/Å 2 , the WBP yields a slightly better global resolution in comparison with the SIRT, TVM, and DART method, though it is also the noisiest reconstruction. The poor results for TVM and DART at this total dose are possibly related to the inappropriate l 2 -norm in the data fit term which assumes a Gaussian distribution instead of a Poisson distribution for noise. Finally, one advantage of WBP and SIRT are their easier implementation and use, whereas TVM and DART are sensitive to the reconstruction parameters and require expert knowledge for properly setting regularization parameters or ratio of boundary pixels, respectively. In summary, to determine which of the many possible reconstruction approaches, such as WBP [13] , SIRT [26] , TVM [23] , DART [22] , ART [27] , EST [60] , Directt [61] , W-SIRT [62] , is best for a particular class of samples, a study as the one presented here for tubular domains in a slab matrix should be carried out. 
